STOCKMAR lets children experience the
world around them and even create their
very own. This artistic process in turn
helps improve children’s mental agility
and artistic abilities by promoting creative interplay between their senses and
their power of imagination.

Stockmar product range
For decades, the name STOCKMAR has stood for the highest caliber of art supplies. We take a comprehensive, smart approach
to quality through: the careful selection of raw materials, first-class processing and our products’ excellent color, paint and
modeling properties. We believe that quality fosters artistic freedom which positively impacts individual development. We
create exceptional products which support a rich, artistic experience—be it at home, kindergarten, school, or in a therapeutic
environment.

Artistic activity creates a sense of inner
peace that serves as a contrast to the
often one-sided, performance-based expectations children face in everyday life,
thus art provides balanced development.
WAX CRAYONS
COLORED PENCILS
WATERCOLORS
OPAQUE COLORS
MODELING BEESWAX
DECORATING WAX
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WATERCOLOURS

STOCKMAR Watercolors

Painting in transparent layers
The expressive power of translucent yet luminous
STOCKMAR watercolor paints develop when glazed.

Vibrant, luminous color worlds
With their luminosity, their translucency and unique
color harmony, STOCKMAR watercolor paints bring
your art to life. They evoke a joy in painting and provide space for imaginative, artistic design. As the colors unveil their luminosity on wet paper, they create an
intense experience. As different tones blend together,
they develop a feeling for the secret world of colors.
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Artistic quality
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In 20 ml, 50 ml and 250 ml bottles
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Color wheel paints blue—red—yellow
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STOCKMAR color wheel paints
The whole rainbow can be found in Goethe’s color
wheel, created from the three primary colors: blue,
red and yellow. The finely balanced consistency
of all STOCKMAR colors developed out of this harmonious color wheel and an understanding of the
effect that individual colors have on people.
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